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Carousel Instability in a Capacitively-Coupled RF Dusty Plasma

Maxime Mikikian, Lénaïc Couëdel, Yves Tessier and Laïfa Boufendi

Abstract - Rotating plasma spheroids are observed in a capacitively-coupled radio-frequency (ccrf) discharge containing grown dust particles. These plasma spheroids are regions of slightly enhanced emission that rotate along the electrodes circumference. This effect is not systematically observed and when it occurs, the number and speed of the spheroids can vary with the discharge parameters. These spheroids have been evidenced by using high speed-imaging.

Dust particles can be grown inside a plasma by gas phase reactions [1-3] that lead to high densities of submicron dust particles. These particles acquire a negative charge and when the global charge they represent is no more negligible compared with the electron density, a wide variety of low frequency instabilities are observed. They follow the dust particle growth [4-6] or concern the void region often present in the center of dust clouds. In this last case, the void size oscillates with a strong nonlinear behavior (heartbeat [7-9]). Another type of instability connects these two effects and corresponds to void size oscillations induced directly by the growth of a new dust generation inside the void [10, 11].

In this paper, we report on the observation of another kind of plasma instability consisting in the rotation of plasma spheroids along the circumference of the electrodes in a capacitively-coupled RF discharge. Due to this characteristic motion, we named this behavior the "carousel instability".

Experiments are performed in the PKE-Nefedov reactor where a low-pressure (~ 1 mbar) argon plasma is produced in a ccrf discharge (electrode diameter 4 cm, separation 3 cm). The plasma sputters a polymer layer deposited on the electrodes, injecting molecular precursors in the gas phase. It gives birth to the growth of dust particles with a final size of about a few hundreds of nanometers after several minutes. The typical instability frequency is around a few tens of Hz and in order to analyze the dust cloud dynamics or the plasma emission, a high-speed camera is required.

The images shown in Fig. 1 have been obtained by recording the plasma emission at 1789 frames per second during dust particle growth. Fig. 1(a) is the raw image with a low contrast but plasma spheroids can be detected close to both electrodes (one of them is marked). In order to better reveal these plasma spheroids, the image has been filtered notably by subtracting a reference image and by using false colors [Fig 1(b)]. Five plasma spheroids are thus clearly evidenced in front of each electrode and the position of one of them is marked. They seem to follow the electrode edges and rotate clockwise. Figs. 1(c)-(e) follow Fig. 1(b) and they evidence the successive positions of the plasma spheroids. In these figures, positions 2, 3 and 4 of the spheroid marked in Fig. 1(b) are indicated. In Fig. 1(e) the 5 plasma spheroids are well evidenced as the ones in the foreground are not hiding those in the background. Each plasma spheroid is indicated by a letter. Fig. 1(f) is the superimposition of 8 successive frames [the first four positions are the ones shown in Figs. 1(b)-(e)]. A different color is used for each frame and positions 1 and 8 of the spheroid labeled c are indicated.

The number of spheroids and their speed can vary with the applied rf power. This dependence is currently under investigation. In the present case, a typical speed of about a few meters per second has been measured. It gives a typical frequency of about 45 Hz and a spheroid needs around 22 ms for completing its rotation around the electrode. The spheroids of the bottom electrode are not exactly in front of those of the top electrode and some small discrepancies in their respective motion have also been observed. In some conditions, spheroids are only present above the bottom electrode. The exact nature and origin of these spheroids are currently undetermined. It is not possible to conclude if they are only constituted of plasma or of plasma and dust particles, even if the last hypothesis is highly probable. The influence of the dust cloud on the existence and characteristics (number speed) of these spheroids still needs to be clarified.

In this paper, we evidenced an instability occurring in a dusty ccrf discharge and consisting in the rotation of plasma spheroids. The study of this carousel instability can reveal new aspects of the dust-plasma interaction. On the esthetical point of view, this motion transforms the discharge into a carousel of light.
Fig. 1. Carousel instability in a ccrf argon plasma containing grown dust particles. Images of the plasma emission have been obtained with a high-speed camera. (a) Raw image of the plasma emission. The two disk-shaped electrodes are observed on the top and bottom parts. (b) Same image in false colors after filtering and subtracting a reference frame. Five plasma spheroids are observed near each electrode. They are labeled in (e). Position 1 of spheroid c is marked. (c)-(e) Successive frames revealing the clockwise rotation of the spheroids. Successive positions (2, 3, 4) of the spheroid c are marked. (f) Superimposition of 8 frames using a different color for each frame. 1st (red) and 8th (pink) positions of spheroid c are indicated.
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